
Level Two 

 

Both Level Two Test A and Level Two Test B contain 100 questions. Each time you attempt the tests 40 

questions are selected randomly. Here below you will find the answers to a selection of 50 of those 

questions from Test B together with, when possible, an explanation of the incorrect answers. Use this 

knowledge when making ulterior attempts at tests A and B.  
 

Question  Explanations of wrong answers 

 

1) The bicycle is ____________ the car. 

 

 front of The word ‘in’ is missing 

near 

 next The word ‘to’ is missing 

behind of We don’t us ‘of’ after ‘behind’ 

 

2) Tom gave ____________ 

 

 to Pat the book ‘To Pat’ = Indirect Object which must come after the Direct Object 

Pat the book 

 the book Pat This has no sense 

Pat book Missing ‘the’ 

 

3) Sarah ______________ tennis on Sundays. 

 

 plays never The negative adverb ‘never’ must precede the verb 

never plays 

 is never playing The combination of ‘never’ + the ‘ing’ form can’t be used 

never is playing As above. Further, ‘never’ always follows ‘to be’ 

 

4) When _____________ football? 

 

 do Jim play Wrong auxiliary for the 3rd person 

Jim plays Not an interrogative mechanism 

does Jim play 

 Jim plays Not an interrogative mechanism 

 

5) Who ___________? 

 

 do Tom like Wrong auxiliary for the 3rd person 

does like Tom The subject must follow the auxiliary 

does Tom like 

 Tom likes Not an interrogative mechanism 

 

6) John and I ___________ at work. 
 

 are at 

 are to ‘To’ is a preposition of movement and so can’t be used with ‘to be’ 

we are at We can’t use a double subject in English 

we are to As above 

 

7) What colour are your gloves? 

 

 They are the colour brown The word ‘colour’ is superfluous when stating the actual colour 

They are brown colour As above. Further, colour is countable and would need ‘a’ 

They are brown 

 Some brown gloves This isn’t the answer to the question 



 

8) Choose the correct sentence: 

 

 Are the big cars blue? 

 Are blue the big cars? The subject must follow ‘to be’ 

Are big the blue cars? As above 

Are the big blue cars? An adjective at the end of the question is missing 

 

9) Did you see ___________ people? 

 

 much Used for uncountable nouns 

a People is plural 

any 

 a lot The word ‘of’ is missing 

 

10) Choose the correct sentence: 

 

Come + me/us Go + him/her/them 

 

Come back to them! 

 Go back to them! 

 Go back to us! 

 Come back to her! 

  

11) How ____________telephone to Australia? 

 

 do I 

 can The subject is missing 

I do Not an interrogative mechanism 

to Not an interrogative mechanism 

 

12) Jack ____________football last Saturday. 

 

 looked This verb requires ‘at’ when used transitively 

locked at Lock = chiudere a chiave 

washed Wash = Lavare 

watched 

  

13)  __________  I know lives in that town. 

 

 Somebody 

 Anybody ‘Any’ for interrogative and negative 

Some people ‘Lives’ is 3rd person singular, ‘people’ is plural 

Any people ‘Any’ for interrogative and negative 

 

14) __________ touch it! 

 

 Don't to We can’t use the infinitive in the imperative form 

Not ‘Not’ must always be attached to an auxiliary verb 

Don't 

 You don't We don’t use the subject in the imperative form 

 

15) This is ______________ 

 

 the question thirtieth ‘Thirtieth’, as it’s an adjective, must precede the noun 

the thirty question ‘Thirty’ isn’t an adjective 

the question thirteen We don’t use ‘the’ with cardinal numbers 

question thirteen 

  

 



16) Did you go to Ireland last year? 

 

No, I've never been to Ireland 

 No, I have never gone there We can’t use have gone’ with pronouns ‘I’ and ‘We’ 

No, I didn't never go there We can’t use a double negative in English 

No, I haven't ‘Have’ isn’t used in the question so we can’t reply using it 

 

17) I haven't got your money. He hasn't got ____ 

 

 it, too ‘Too’ used only in affirmative sentences 

them, too ‘Money’ is singular, uncountable 

it, either 

 them, either ‘Money’ is singular, uncountable 

 

18) Jim and I ____________ good as you. 

 

 are as 

 am as ‘Am’ used only for ‘I’ 

as The verb is missing 

we're as We can’t use a double subject in English 

 

19) Sue's here. She's just ____________ 

 

 gone ‘Gone’  means she isn’t ‘here’ but somewhere else 

been ‘Been’ requires the indication of place 

come 

 here The participle is missing 

 

20) Bob is the man ____________ 

 

 of the long legs Has no sense 

with the long legs No ‘the’ with body parts when we know ‘to whom’ 

with long legs 

 with legs long The adjective must precede the noun 

 

21) Peter's _______________ Tom. 

 

 much better that Comparatives require ‘than’ 

much better than 

 very better than We can’t use ‘very’ without ‘much’ in comparative forms 

very better that Comparatives require ‘than’ 

 

22) Are his books still on the table? No, there ________there. 

 

aren't anything ‘Anything’ is singular 

isn't something ‘Something’ used for affirmative sentences only 

aren't something ‘Something’ is singular 

isn't anything 

  

23) Have you got any brown eggs? No, but I've got ____ 

 

any white ones ‘Any’ for interrogative and negative 

some white ones 

 any white ‘Any’ for interrogative and negative 

some white We can’t use the adjective without a noun 

 

 

 



24) Whose is this watch? It's ____________ 

 

of us This is not a possessive form 

us ‘Us’ is an object pronoun only 

our This an adjective, it needs a noun 

ours 

  

25) Choose the correct sentence: 

 

 How old are you? 

 How many years are you? Not a construction used in English 

What age has he? ‘Age’ requires ‘to be’ not ‘to have’ 

How old you are? Not an interrogative mechanism 

 

26) There wasn't _____________ on the bus. 

 

 no person ‘No’ requires the plural form of all countable nouns 

nobody We can’t use a double negative  

anybody 

 any person ‘Any’ needs a plural noun 

 

27) Jim is _________________ person in that office. 

 

 smaller Smaller is a comparative form only  

the smaller As above 

smallest Superlatives require ‘the’ 

the smallest 

  

28) Sue is the girl __________ 

 

 between my brother The other object is missing 

on the tree ‘On’ used for things like ‘leaves’, ‘fruit’, etc 

at the street We use ‘at’ for defined, physical places, usually buildings 

at the back 

  

29) What time _____________ dinner? 

 

 does Jane have 

 does Jane have the We don’t use ‘the’ for meals 

has Jane the dinner As above. See below, too 

has Jane dinner We can’t use ‘have’ as an auxiliary in this construction 

 

30) Sally will come at 8 o'clock ______________ 

 

 this day This day = Today 

this afternoon Afternoon between 1.00 p.m. and 6.00 p.m 

this night This night = Tonight 

this evening 

  

31) I'm feeling fine because I went _______________ 

 

 to the bed early last night The verb is ‘to go to bed’, without ‘the’ 

to bed early tonight Tonight indicates the future, not the past 

to bed early last night 

 to the bed early tonight The verb is ‘to go to bed’, without ‘the’. Further, see 2nd answer 

 

 

The question means “Com’è Peter?” 

 



32) What is Peter like?  He ____________ 

 

is very well Question should be ‘How is Peter?’ 

is very nice 

 likes football Question should be ‘What does Peter like?’ 

is liking football This has no sense 

 

33) Has he got his books now? Yes, I ____ yesterday 

 

gave them to him 

 gave to him them ‘To him’ = Indirect Object which must come after the Direct Object 

have given them to him Wrong tense. ‘Yesterday’ = time finished = Past Simple 

have given to him them As above. Plus, see the 2nd explanation 

 

34) Who's there? 

 

 There's him No sense 

Someone's here Who = specific. Someone = non-specific 

No one 

 There isn't no one We can’t use a double negative 

 

35) Are the pens in the drawer? Yes, George ___last night. 

 

put them ‘Put’ requires an object of place (where) 

put them there 

 puts the pens there The question is in the past tense. This verb is in the present 

puts them inside As above 

 

36) _______________ to Spain last summer? 

 

 Mary went This is not an interrogative mechanism 

Mary was As above. See below, too 

Was Mary ‘To’ is a preposition of movement and so can’t be used with ‘to be’ 

Didn't Mary go 

  

37) It was a bad day so Mike ________his raincoat. 

 

 puts on The question is in the past tense. This verb is in the present 

put on 

 takes on The question is in the past tense. This verb is in the present 

took on The verb is wrong. It means “assumere” 

 

38) Whose are these? __________ 

 

 Theirs 

 Them This is an object pronoun only 

They're their The noun is missing 

There's Has no sense 

 

39) My wife ______________ early. 

 

 often goes to home Only ‘At’ and ‘From’ can be used with the word ‘home’ 

goes often home The adverb must come before the verb 

often goes home 

 goes often to home Only ‘At’ and ‘From’ can be used with the word ‘home’ 

 

 

 



40) John doesn't like beer and _____________ 

 

so do I ‘So’ used only in the affirmative 

neither do I 

 neither I do In this construction, the auxiliary and subject must be inverted 

so I do ‘So’ used only in the affirmative 

 

41) Kate always _________ lunch in a restaurant. 

 

 is eating Always + ‘ing’ form can never be used 

has 

 has got ‘Got’ used with have to indicate, usually, what is yours/regards you 

take We can’t use this verb. Very ‘Italian’ 

 

42) What's that man? 

 

 He's Eric The question isn’t “Who’s that man?” 

It's Eric As above 

A teacher 

 It's a teacher Man = He, not ‘It’ 

 

43) I've put __________________ in the glass. 

 

 many This adjective. The noun is missing 

too many As above 

a lot ‘Of’ is missing 

too much 

 

 

44) You can't see the sun ________________ 

 

 

 

Di notte = At night or During the night 

 

at the night 

 at nights 

 at night 

 in the nights 

  

45) Are you going home? No, ____________ 

 

 I'm going on foot The question isn’t “How are you going….?” 

to the shops 

 I usually take the bus ‘Usually’ + ‘ing’ form isn’t possible 

am going to work The question isn’t “Where are you going?” 

 

46) Here are three pictures. ______you like best? 

 

 What one do As the question regards a ‘choice’, we can’t use ‘what’ 

Which one This is not an interrogative mechanism 

Which one do 

 What one See the 1st explanation 

 

47) Pat's writing _________________ 

 

 by pen A countable noun. We must use ‘a/an’ 

with pencil A countable noun. We must use ‘a/an’ 

on paper 

 in book A countable noun. We must use ‘a/an’ 

 

 



48) Where ________________ in the summer? 

 

does usually Lena go The subject must immediately follow the auxilary 

goes Lena usually This is not an interrogative mechanism 

does Lena usually go 

 usually goes Lena This is not an interrogative mechanism 

 

49) Have you visited Florence? 

 

 Not yet 

 Not ever The word ‘ever’ is not in the question. Besides, ‘not ever’ = never 

Already Can’t be used in short answers. Further, it has no sense 

Ever Used only in the interrogative 

 

50) Don _______________sixteen tomorrow. 

 

 is being ‘To be’ in the active voice can’t be used to express the future 

will have We don’t use ‘have’ to express one’s age 

is having See 1st and 2nd explanations  

will be 

  


